College of Engineering Majors and Occupational Resources

General Information about Engineering Options

Career Cornerstone Center
Discover Engineering Careers
Engineering or Engineering Technology-RIT Admissions
Engineering or Engineering Technology-ASME

Biomedical Engineering

RIT website
RIT Career Services information
Biomedical Engineers from the OOH
Bioengineering from Career Cornerstone
Biomedical Engineers from O*NET
American Society for Medical and Biological Engineering

Chemical Engineering

RIT website
RIT Career Services information
Chemical Engineers from the OOH
Chemical Engineering from Career Cornerstone
Chemical Engineers from O*NET

Computer Engineering

RIT website
RIT Career Services Information
Computer Hardware Engineers form the OOH
Computer Engineering from Career Cornerstone
Computer Hardware Engineers from O*NET
Electrical Engineering

- RIT website
- RIT Career Services information
- Electrical Engineers from the OOH
- Electrical Engineering from Career Cornerstone
- Electrical Engineers from O*NET

Industrial Engineering

- RIT website
- RIT Career Services information
- Industrial Engineers from the OOH
- Industrial Engineering from Career Cornerstone
- Industrial Engineers from O*NET
- Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers-What IEs Do

Mechanical Engineering

- RIT website
- RIT Career Services information
- Mechanical Engineers from the OOH
- Aerospace Engineers from the OOH
- Mechanical Engineering from Career Cornerstone
- Aerospace Engineering from Career Cornerstone
- Aerospace Engineering from O*NET
- Automotive Engineers from O*NET
- Mechanical Engineers from O*NET

Microelectronic Engineering

- RIT website
- RIT Career Services Information
Microelectronic Engineering from Career Cornerstone